2016 LINCOLN MKX

The feeling of rejuvenation. It’s yours for the taking, anytime you’d like. Simply slip
behind the wheel of the 2016 Lincoln MKX. Embrace the quiet confidence, the comfort
and the effortlessly engaging drive delivered by its new collection of remarkable
features. As the most advanced Lincoln MKX yet, it influences in ways you’ll find
truly empowering. Ways designed to inspire extraordinary drives – and exceptional
experiences. The entirely new Lincoln MKX. The feeling stays with you.
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EXPRESSIVE DESIGN

IN THE EXHILARATING PLACE WHERE ELEGANCE AND INTENSITY
CONVERGE, REMARKABLE IDEAS TAKE SHAPE.

Ideas like the entirely new Lincoln MKX. With its gracefully modern
execution of the split-wing front grille and its athletically wide shoulders,
the 2016 Lincoln MKX elegantly exudes a sense of power and agility.
Artfully framing the front grille, the beauty of its adaptive LED headlamps1
extends far below their surface. For starters, LED lamps are 50% more
energy efficient and rise to full intensity 10 times faster compared to
conventional incandescent bulbs. Plus, the adaptive feature of these
headlamps automatically expands their low-beam light pattern when
you’re traveling at low speeds to help in environments that might
include sidewalks or pedestrians.

1

Available feature.
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EXPRESSIVE DESIGN

YOU KNOW HOW IT FEELS TO WEAR CUSTOM-TAILORED CLOTHING?
IT’S A LOT LIKE THAT.

A quiet confidence rises from within as you step inside Lincoln MKX. Its
open and spacious, yet warmly enveloping environment is the stunning
work of passionate artisans and skilled craftsmen.
The finest Bridge of Weir Deepsoft ™ leather1 trims the 22‑way multicontour
front seats with Active Motion,® 1 which include power head restraints
and power thigh extenders for customizable comfort. The Active Motion
feature helps reduce muscle fatigue in your legs and lower back. You’ll
really appreciate it on longer drives.
Careful placement of the sleek push-button shift transmission controls
enabled the creation of a dramatic, flowing suspension bridge between
the instrument panel and the center console. And opened up 2 levels of
easily accessible storage space for your essentials.

1

Available feature. 2 Mobile app, compatible with select smartphone platforms, is available through a free
download. The embedded modem is included in the Reserve Equipment Group only. Service included for 4 years.
Text and data rates apply to usage. Services may be limited by mobile phone network coverage area.

MYLINCOLN MOBILE APP
Imagine if your vehicle could be ready to go
before you were – warmed up or cooled down
to your pre-selected settings. All it takes is
your smartphone and the MyLincoln Mobile™
app,2 enabled by an embedded modem.1,2 You
can use it to program your Lincoln MKX to start
remotely at a specific time – repeating daily
or weekly. Remotely lock and unlock the doors,
locate where it’s parked, even set up parking
meter reminders, all with a few taps on your
smartphone screen.
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INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGIES

360 DEGREE CAMERA

Get familiar with your surroundings. The 360 Degree
Camera on Lincoln MKX merges the views from 4 cameras –
1 in the front, 1 on each sideview mirror and 1 in the back – to
create a bird’s-eye view of your vehicle and its surroundings.
Displayed on the 8" color screen, it even offers visual
guides to help you gauge the distance between objects
and your vehicle.1

SPLIT-VIEW DISPLAY

FRONT VIEW CAMERA1 STOWS BEHIND THE
ICONIC LINCOLN BADGE UNTIL ACTIVATED

1

Get a wider perspective. With a push of the 360 Degree
Camera button, you can switch to a 180-degree view
from either the front or the rear camera. This wide-angle
view lets you see around corners and other vehicles to
check for approaching cross traffic. It can help you make
informed decisions when your visibility is limited.1

Available feature. Driver-assist features are supplemental and do not replace the driver’s attention, judgment and need to control the vehicle.
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INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGIES

PARKING LINCOLN MKX IS EASIER THAN EVER THANKS TO THE ULTRASONIC SENSORS
AND OTHER ADVANCED FEATURES OF ITS ENHANCED ACTIVE PARK ASSIST.1

When you want to parallel
park, the system can help
by identifying spots that are
the right size, then steering
the vehicle into place. All you
need to do is follow on-screen
prompts, and operate the
accelerator, brake and shifter
as needed.

1

Pulling your Lincoln MKX out
of tight parallel parking spots
is also easier with this system,
since it can provide steering
assistance for that type of
maneuver as well.

Backing into a perpendicular
parking spot in Reverse is yet
another instance where you’ll
really appreciate the steering
assistance of this system.

Available feature. Driver-assist features are supplemental and do not replace the driver’s attention, judgment and need to control the vehicle.

As you maneuver in and out of
tight spaces, the system emits
beeping tones to alert you to
objects near the front, rear or
sides of the vehicle.
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INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGIES

Life can get hectic. Experience an entirely new level of poise in the 2016 Lincoln MKX. Pre-Collision Assist with
Pedestrian Detection1,2 fuses information from its camera and radar technology to help you handle various driving
situations – in and out of the city. The system monitors your vehicle’s proximity to other vehicles, as well as to
pedestrians. If a potential collision is detected, collision warning can alert you with visible and audible warnings,
so you can take action. If needed, brake support may help by applying full force when you press the brake pedal.
And if the system determines a collision is imminent, active braking may automatically apply the brakes.3
Stop-and-go traffic? Take a break from all that braking with auto hold.2 Just press a button to activate it, then come
to a complete stop. You don’t need to keep your foot on the brake pedal. Auto hold can keep your vehicle in place –
even on a hill – until you press the accelerator. It’s another way Lincoln MKX is innovating your every day.

Available feature. 2 Driver-assist features are supplemental and do not replace the driver’s attention, judgment and need to control the vehicle. 3 While Pre-Collision
Assist with Pedestrian Detection may be especially helpful in unexpected situations, it does not replace the driver and has limitations; which include nighttime, low
and harsh lighting conditions, vehicles moving in a different direction, and certain weather conditions.

1
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INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGIES

ADAPTIVE CRUISE CONTROL1
automatically adjusts
your vehicle’s speed to
maintain your choice of
4 preset gaps from the
vehicle in front of you.

Every now and then, we need a little nudge in the right
direction. Fortunately, the Lane-Keeping System1,2 can alert
you with steering wheel vibration if it detects you drifting out
of your lane, and can then apply steering wheel torque to
help direct you to steer back into it. The Driver Alert System1
also uses a forward-facing camera to detect road lane
markings, then emits a chime and displays a coffee cup icon
in your gauge cluster if it detects that you’ve come too close
to – or crossed – the lane markings too many times.

1
2

It can be easy to miss when a vehicle has entered your
blind spot. Just as the name suggests, BLIS® (Blind Spot
Information System) 1 helps keep you aware of things that
may be out of your line of view. The system alerts you with
a light in the corresponding sideview mirror if its radar
sensors detect a vehicle. Cross-traffic alert1 notifies you
with a beep and a warning light in your sideview mirror if it
detects a vehicle approaching either side as you’re slowly
backing out of a space.

Available feature. Driver-assist features are supplemental and do not replace the driver’s attention, judgment and need to control the vehicle.
Lane-Keeping System does not control steering.
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INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGIES
What could be easier than speaking your mind? Our next generation of voice-activated technology – SYNC® 3 – connects you to the world
around you with its straightforward new design and features.1 Audio, phone, navigation2 and other functions are concisely presented on
the full-color LCD touch screen. Whether you command it using simple, everyday language, or swipe its capacitive touch screen, SYNC 3
delivers high-speed performance. Plus, automatic updates over Wi-Fi® 3 help keep it running at its best, so you can keep your eyes on the
road and hands on the wheel.

1

SYNC 3

SIRIUSXM SATELLITE RADIO

HD RADIO TECHNOLOGY

Place and answer calls, and control music
from your USB device or smartphone,
all with simple voice commands. New
seamless integration with Siri® Eyes Free
brings the power of your iPhone® into
your vehicle. The Navigation System2
features maps with pinch-to-zoom
capability, makes it easy to enter your
destination, find the closest ski resort
or golf course, and so much more. SYNC
AppLink™ 4 lets you control compatible
mobile apps by voice too.

Welcome to the World of SiriusXM.® 5
Enjoy more than 150 channels including
commercial-free music, plus live sports,
news and exclusive entertainment,
with a 6-month trial subscription to
the All Access package included with
your new vehicle. You can also listen
online and on the SiriusXM app.5 The
Navigation System2 includes a 6-year
prepaid SiriusXM Traffic and Travel
Link® 5 subscription – the longest of
any automobile manufacturer 6 – that
gives you detailed traffic and weather
information, gas station locations and
prices, sports scores and much more.

Get more of your favorite music with
HD Radio™ Technology.2 By broadcasting
a digital signal over traditional radio
frequencies, HD Radio Technology gives
you up to 3 additional channels – per
FM station – of new, local content. Plus,
it can display on-screen information
such as artist, song title, album name
and more. And it delivers it all without
the need for a subscription.

Driving while distracted can result in loss of vehicle control. Only use SYNC/other devices, even with voice commands, when it is safe to do so. Some features may
be locked out while the vehicle is in gear. Not all features are compatible with all phones. Message and data rates may apply. 2 Available feature. 3 Optional Navigation
System map updates cannot be received via Wi-Fi and require a separate update. 4 SYNC AppLink is compatible with select smartphone platforms. Commands may
vary by phone and AppLink software. 5 SiriusXM Satellite Radio, SiriusXM Traffic and SiriusXM Travel Link subscriptions are sold separately or as a package by SiriusXM
after your trial period, and are continuous until you call SiriusXM at 1-866-635-2349 to cancel. If you decide to continue service after your trial, the subscription plan you
choose will automatically renew thereafter and you will be charged according to your chosen payment method at then-current rates. Fees and taxes apply. All fees and
programming subject to change. See Customer Agreement for complete terms and more information at www.siriusxm.com. 6 Source: February 2015 analysis of satellite
data service offers by SiriusXM to full-line luxury brand vehicles offered in the U.S.A.
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POWERFUL PRESENCE

ACTIVE GRILLE SHUTTERS 1
can automatically
close to reduce
drag and improve
fuel economy, and
then open again to
increase the airflow
needed to help
cool the engine.

26mpg

EPA-ESTIMATED
RATING

HWY 2

1
3

2.7L ECOBOOST V6

3.7L V6

Get the power you demand – and outstanding fuel economy 2 –
when you opt for the twin-turbocharged direct-injected
2.7L EcoBoost® V6 engine.3 Two turbochargers pump air
quickly into the combustion chambers, generating a virtually
instantaneous surge of on-demand power. So you get
335 hp,4 380 lb.-ft. of torque,4 and an impressive balance
of efficiency and performance.

The standard 3.7L Ti-VCT V6 engine features twin
independent variable camshaft timing that precisely controls
when the intake and exhaust valves open and close,
helping to optimize fuel combustion, while providing you
with 303 hp and 278 lb.-ft. of torque for smooth, responsive
passing and merging.

Requires and only available with 20" wheels. 2EPA-estimated rating: 17 city/26 hwy/21 combined mpg, 2.7L FWD. Actual mileage will vary.
Available feature. 4 Tested with 93-octane fuel.
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POWERFUL PRESENCE

ADAPTIVE HID HEADLAMPS 1 SWIVEL AS
YOU STEER TO ILLUMINATE YOUR PATH

INTELLIGENT ALL-WHEEL DRIVE 1
CORNERS WITH CONFIDENCE

Lincoln MKX adapts so you don’t have to. Because road conditions are always changing,
Lincoln Drive Control 1 featuring continuously controlled damping (CCD) uses sensors to read
the road – and your driving inputs – every 2 milliseconds, then quickly adjusts the firmness
and damping at all 4 wheels to help keep your vehicle in harmony with the road. The system
also lets you select between 3 drive modes – Comfort, Normal or Sport – to match your
driving style. And electric power-assisted steering (EPAS) automatically adjusts your steering
for different driving situations. At the same time, Torque Vectoring Control adjusts the speed
between your front wheels for enhanced cornering and agility.2

Sometimes it really pays to go with the flow. Unlike the fixed ratio you get with a mechanical
steering setup, adaptive steering 1 is designed to keep pace with changes in your driving
style. It dynamically adjusts the ratio between your steering wheel and road wheels to deliver
impressive steering performance and responsiveness. When you’re traveling at lower speeds,
the ratio is lowered, helping your vehicle feel very agile and fluid, and even making it easier
to park. As your speed increases, the ratio increases, helping your vehicle feel taut and
stable as it responds precisely to your inputs.

1

A vailable feature. 2 Remember that even advanced technology cannot overcome the laws of physics.
It’s always possible to lose control of a vehicle due to inappropriate driver input for the conditions.

LOWER SPEEDS

HIGHER SPEEDS
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PREMIUM EXPERIENCES

Our exclusive new relationship with
Revel is one that elegantly fuses
form, function and innovation to
create the lasting and emotionally
evocative experience of live music.
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PREMIUM EXPERIENCES

REVEL® AUDIO 1

REVEL ULTIMA® AUDIO 1

13 speakers featuring Point Source
Architecture

19 speakers featuring Point Source
Architecture for precise imaging

12-channel Class D amplifier for high
efficiency and increased dynamics

20-channel hybrid amplifier employs
both low-frequency Class D and high
frequency Class A/B amplification for
extraordinary fidelity at any volume

Revel signature waveguides on every
door ensure the purest performance
Advanced cabin correction tuning
helps provide an outstanding listening
experience in any seat
QuantumLogic® Surround Sound
technology provides multi-dimensional
sound from any source or seat

1

Available feature.

Custom Revel waveguides
QuantumLogic Surround Sound
Elegant aluminum speaker grilles
Patented Clari-Fi ™ technology
brings compressed music back to life
with reconstruction technology that
enhances your listening experience
of digital music from satellite radio,
streaming services, MP3 and more
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PREMIUM EXPERIENCES
YEARNING FOR MORE MOMENTS OF QUIET CONTEMPLATION? LINCOLN MKX PROVIDES.

From the acoustic-laminated glass featured in its windshield and front doors to its upgraded engine mounts,
sound absorption materials in trim panels and spoiler-integrated antenna, the hush is in the details. Engineers and
designers painstakingly refined everything from the tuning of its tires to the aerodynamics of its sideview mirrors,
even employing the vehicle’s speakers in their quest for quiet. By sending precisely chosen sound waves through
the speakers, active noise control cancels out unwanted noise, while at the same time refining engine sounds.
The result is a thoroughly calming ambience.
Comforting details continue your day on the right note. Each time you slip behind the leather-wrapped steering
wheel, the convenient memory1 feature discreetly recalls your preferred placement of the power1 -tilt and -telescoping
steering column. Enjoy the visual harmony of its graceful interior lines accented by genuine wood1 or aluminum1
trim. And personalize the scene in your choice of 7 hues offered by ambient lighting,1 which illuminates the footwells,
cupholders and controls. It’s easily changed to match your mood.

1

2
4

3

5

1 PANORAMIC VISTA ROOF® WITH POWER SUNSHADE 1
2 INFLATABLE REAR OUTBOARD SAFETY BELTS 1
3 HEATED REAR OUTBOARD SEATS1 WITH RECLINING SEAT BACKS
4 HEATED STEERING WHEEL1
5 HEATED AND COOLED FRONT SEATS 1

1

Available feature.
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PREMIUM EXPERIENCES

Now there’s even more power in your kick. With the foot-activated
hands-free liftgate,1 your key fob can stay tucked in your pocket or
purse while you simply kick your foot under the rear bumper. The
liftgate effortlessly opens, providing easy access to the spacious rear
cargo area. The 60/40 split rear seat folds flat to open 68.8 cu. ft.
of cargo space for your larger items. Once you’re loaded up and
ready to go, you can close the liftgate by pressing a button, or by
gently kicking your foot under the rear bumper again.

1

Available feature.
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PREMIUM EXPERIENCES

LINCOLN MKX ANTICIPATES YOUR ARRIVAL FROM ABOUT 9' AWAY
AND WELCOMES YOU WITH DISTINCTIVE LIGHTING.

1

Sensors inside the vehicle detect
your key fob as you approach,
triggering a seamless series of
welcoming events that bring your
Lincoln MKX to life.

Designed to delight all around,
its LED exterior lamps gracefully
rise to full illumination and certain
models feature a signature
headlamp light-up sequence.1

A luminous welcome mat
featuring the Lincoln logo is cast
upon the ground from beneath
each of the pedestal-mounted
sideview mirrors, silently
greeting you.

The cabin puts on its own show
of welcome with an ambient
lighting sequence1 that switches
to your chosen color after you
start the engine.

Close the door and relax into
your seat as the auto-folding,
power, heated sideview mirrors
with memory1 slide into your
personalized position.

Then press the glowing engine
start/stop button that’s been
anticipating your arrival, and
make your getaway in true
Lincoln style.

Available feature.

As you let yourself inside, note
the warm glow of the LEDs in
the door handle pockets, the
intensity of which has been finetuned for each exterior color.
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18" Painted Aluminum
Standard on Premiere
Available on Select and Reserve 1

18" Premium Painted Aluminum
Standard on Select

20" Premium Painted Machined Aluminum
Standard on Reserve FWD models
and Reserve AWD with 3.7L V6 engine

WHEELS ADD THE
FINISHING TOUCH

20" Premium Painted Machined Aluminum
Standard on Reserve AWD
with 2.7L EcoBoost® V6 engine

1

21" Premium Painted Aluminum
Optional on Reserve

Replaces standard wheels on Select and Reserve when snow chain-compatible tires are optioned.

21" Polished Aluminum
Optional on Reserve
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

1. Black Velvet
5.	Luxe Metallic

2. Allure Blue Metallic
6.	Platinum Dune Metallic
Tri-coat1

3.	Bronze Fire Metallic
Tinted Clearcoat1
7.	Ruby Red Metallic
Tinted Clearcoat1

4. Ingot Silver Metallic
8.	White Platinum Metallic
Tri-coat1

Ebony

Cappuccino

Terracotta

Hazelnut

Ebony Lincoln
Ebony Leather
Luxury Soft Touch2

Cappuccino Leather 1

Terracotta Leather

Hazelnut Leather 1

Brushed
Aluminum

High Gloss Sonata Spin
Walnut
Aluminum 3
Swirl Wood

Open Pore
Espresso Ash
Swirl Wood

Sonata Spin
Aluminum 3

High Gloss
Walnut Swirl
Wood

Sonata Spin
Aluminum 3

Open Pore
Espresso Ash
Swirl Wood

Sonata Spin
Aluminum 3

Select
Reserve

Select
Reserve

Select
Reserve

Reserve

Reserve

Reserve

Reserve

Premiere

Select
Reserve

Available with all exterior colors

Available with all exterior colors

Colors are representative only. Additional charge. Premiere only. Available feature.
1

2

3

Available with exterior colors 1–6, 8

Available with exterior colors 1, 4, 5, 6, 8
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Premiere
Select
Reserve

				POWER AND HANDLING
S S S	3.7L Ti-VCT aluminum V6 engine
303 hp @ 6,500 rpm
278 lb.-ft. of torque @ 4,000 rpm
EPA-estimated fuel economy ratings1
				
FWD 17 city/26 hwy/20 combined mpg (18.0-gal. capacity)
AWD 16 city/23 hwy/19 combined mpg (18.0-gal. capacity)
O O O	2.7L EcoBoost® V6 twin-turbocharged direct-injection engine
335 hp @ 5,500 rpm2 380 lb.-ft. of torque @ 3,000 rpm2
				
EPA-estimated fuel economy ratings1
FWD 17 city/26 hwy/21 combined mpg (18.0-gal. capacity)
AWD 17 city/24 hwy/19 combined mpg (18.0-gal. capacity)
S S S 6-speed SelectShift® automatic transmission with paddle activation
			 S Active Grille Shutters (20" wheels only)
S S S Active noise control
			 O Adaptive steering (requires Driver Assistance Package)
S S S Electric power-assisted steering (EPAS)
S S S Electronic parking brake
S S S Front-wheel drive (FWD)
S S S Hill start assist
O O O	Intelligent all-wheel drive (includes Lincoln Drive Control featuring continuously
controlled damping)
S S S Power disc brakes with Anti-Lock Brake System (ABS)
S S S Torque Vectoring Control
S S S Traction control

DIMENSIONS
LENGTH 190.0"
HEIGHT 66.2"
WHEELBASE 112.2"
WIDTH 86.1" (including mirrors)
78.7" (mirrors folded)
HEAD ROOM 39.9" front/39.2" rear
SHOULDER ROOM 58.9" front/59.0" rear
HIP ROOM 56.4" front/55.6" rear
LEG ROOM 42.8" (max.) front/39.6" rear
CARGO VOLUME

Behind front seats: 68.8 cu. ft.
Behind rear seats: 37.2 cu. ft.

				EXTERIOR FEATURES
O O O	18" all-season snow chain-compatible tires
(requires and only available with 18" painted aluminum wheels)
			 O 21" summer-only tires3 (requires AWD and 21" premium painted wheels)
			 S Adaptive HID headlamps
			 A Adaptive LED headlamps
		 A S BLIS® (Blind Spot Information System) with cross-traffic alert 4
S S S Dual bright exhaust tips
S S S Easy Fuel® capless fuel filler
		S S Hands-free liftgate
S S S HID headlamps with LED signature lamps and autolamp feature
		 S S LED daytime running lamps
S S S LED signature taillamps
S S S	Power, heated, body-color sideview mirrors with memory and integrated blind spot mirrors
S S S Reverse Sensing System
O O O Satin roof-rack side rails
				 AUDIO AND NAVIGATION SYSTEMS
S S S Lincoln Premium Sound System with 9 speakers including a subwoofer
		 O O Revel® audio system with 13 speakers; includes HD Radio™ Technology
			 A Revel Ultima® audio system with 19 speakers; includes Clari-Fi ™ Technology
S S S SiriusXM® Satellite Radio with 6-month trial subscription
		 A S	Voice-activated Navigation System with pinch-to-zoom capability, and integrated
SiriusXM Traffic and Travel Link® services with 6-year subscription
				DRIVER CONTROLS
S S S Auto hold
S S S Compass display
S S S Dual-zone electronic automatic temperature control
			 S Embedded modem (integrates features with the MyLincoln Mobile™ app)
S S S Intelligent Access with push-button start
S S S Push-button shift transmission
S S S Remote Start System
S S S	Steering wheel-mounted controls for cruise and audio
S S S	SYNC® 3 with 8" color LCD touch screen in center stack with swiping capability,
AppLink,™ 911 Assist,® and 2 smart-charging USB ports
		 S S Universal garage door opener
				INTERIOR FEATURES
O O O All-weather floor mats
S O O	Aluminum accents on the instrument panel and door-trim panels
O O O Dual Headrest DVD by INVISION™ 5 (n/a with 22-way multicontour front seats)
		 S S Genuine wood accents on the instrument panel and door-trim panels
S S S Leather-wrapped steering wheel
		 O S Panoramic Vista Roof ® with power sunshade
		 S S Power-tilt/-telescoping steering column with memory
S			 Tilt/telescoping steering column
S = Standard O = Optional A = Available as part of a package

1

A ctual mileage will vary. 2 Tested with 93-octane
fuel. 3 Lincoln does not recommend using summer
tires when temperatures drop to approximately 40°F
or below (depending on tire wear and environmental
conditions) or in snow/ice conditions. If the vehicle must
be driven in these conditions, Lincoln recommends
using all-season or winter tires. 4 BLIS replaces
standard integrated blind spot mirrors. 5 Lincoln
Licensed Accessory.
Android is a trademark of Google Inc. Bridge of Weir
is a trademark of Bridge of Weir Leather Company
Limited. Cargo-Logic is a registered trademark of
Lund, Inc. Clari-Fi, QuantumLogic, Revel, Ultima and the
Revel logo are trademarks of HARMAN International
Industries, registered in the United States and other
countries. “HD Radio” and the HD Radio logo are
proprietary trademarks of iBiquity Digital Corporation.
INVISION is a trademark of VOXX International
Corporation. iPhone and Siri are trademarks of
Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries.
SiriusXM services require a subscription, sold separately
by SiriusXM after trial period. Fees and taxes apply.
All fees and programming subject to change. Sirius
satellite service is available only to those in the 48
contiguous USA, D.C. and PR (with coverage limitations).
Our Internet radio service is available throughout our
satellite service area and in AK and HI. Some channels
not available in all lineups. Sirius, XM and all related
marks and logos are trademarks of Sirius XM Radio Inc.
The Bluetooth word mark is a trademark of the
Bluetooth SIG, Inc. THULE is a registered trademark
of Thule Sweden AB. Wi-Fi® is a registered trademark
of the Wi-Fi Alliance.®
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Premiere
Select
Reserve

				SEATING
S S S	10-way power front seats with 2-way power lumbar and driver’s side memory feature
			 O	22-way multicontour front seats with Active Motion,® power head restraints
and power thigh extenders
S S S 60/40 split-fold-flat rear seat
		 S S Bridge of Weir Deepsoft ™ leather-trimmed seats
S S		 Heated front seats
			 S Heated and cooled front seats
		 A A Heated rear outboard seats
S			 Lincoln luxury soft-touch seats in Ebony
				LINCOLN EXPERIENCES
		 S S Ambient lighting illumination sequence
		 S S Auto-folding sideview mirrors with turn signal indicators and auto-dimming driver’s side
S S S LED-illuminated exterior door handles
		 S S LED signature lamp light-up sequence
S S S Lincoln Approach Detection System
S S S Lincoln logo welcome mat
S S S Lincoln signature fade-on/-off exterior lighting
		 S S Personalized service write-ups
		 S S Remote software update functionality

LINCOLN AUTOMOTIVE
FINANCIAL SERVICES
Whether you decide to purchase or lease,
you’ll find a plan designed to fit your
individual needs. Visit LincolnAFS.com
or your Lincoln Showroom to explore
your financing options.
LINCOLN EXTENDED SERVICE PLAN
For a purchase or lease, Lincoln Extended
Service Plan (ESP) gives you peace-ofmind protection designed to cover key
vehicle components and protect you from
the cost of unexpected repairs. Whether
looking for additional mechanical,
prepaid maintenance or tire protection
plans, Lincoln ESP has you covered.
Ask your dealer for Lincoln ESP, the
only service contract backed by Lincoln
and honored at all Lincoln dealerships
in the U.S., Canada and Mexico.

				SAFETY AND SECURITY
S S S	Personal Safety System™ for driver and front passenger with dual-stage front airbags,1
safety belt pretensioners, safety belt energy-management retractors, safety belt usage
sensors, driver’s seat position sensor, crash severity sensor, restraint control module
and Front-Passenger Sensing System
S S S Driver’s knee airbag1
S S S Front-seat side airbags1
S S S Glove-box-door-integrated knee airbag1
S S S Side-curtain airbags1 with roll-fold technology
S S S AdvanceTrac® with RSC® (Roll Stability Control ™ )
S S S Anti-theft perimeter alarm
		 O O Inflatable rear outboard safety belts
S S S LATCH (Lower Anchors and Tether Anchors for Children)
S S S MyKey®
S S S Rear view camera
S S S SecuriCode™ invisible keypad
S S S SecuriLock® Passive Anti-Theft System
S S S SOS Post-Crash Alert System™
S S S Tire Pressure Monitoring System (excludes spare)
				PACKAGES
O O O Cargo Accessories Package: durable rubber cargo mat and rear bumper protector
O O O	Cargo Utility Package: rear Cargo Management System, below-floor molded-plastic storage bin
and spare tire cover, reversible cargo mat, 110-volt power outlet, and cargo area tonneau cover
		 O O	Class II Trailer Tow Package (includes trailer sway control; 3,500 lbs. max.)
		 O O	Climate Package: auto high beams, heated rear outboard seats, heated steering wheel,
and rain-sensing windshield wipers
			 O	Driver Assistance Package: Lane-Keeping System with Driver Alert System, adaptive
cruise control, and Pre-Collision Assist with Pedestrian Detection, which includes
collision warning, brake support and active braking (requires Climate Package)
		 O O	Enhanced Security Package: secondary horn, lockable interior storage, vehicle
inclination sensor and enhanced valet mode
			 O	Luxury Package: adaptive LED headlamps and Revel Ultima audio system with 19 speakers;
includes HD Radio Technology
		 O		Select Plus Package: voice-activated Navigation System with pinch-to-zoom capability,
and BLIS (Blind Spot Information System) with cross-traffic alert 2
			 O	Technology Package: enhanced active park assist with park out assist, Forward Sensing
System, and 360 Degree Camera with Split-View Display

Discover more at Lincoln.com

Comparisons based on competitive models (class is
Luxury Midsize Utilities based on Lincoln segmentation),
publicly available information and Ford certification
data at time of printing. Vehicles may be shown with
optional equipment. Features may be offered only in
combination with other options or subject to additional
ordering requirements/limitations. Dimensions shown
may vary due to optional features and/or production
variability. Information is provided on an “as is” basis
and could include technical, typographical or other
errors. Ford makes no warranties, representations,
or guarantees of any kind, express or implied, including
but not limited to, accuracy, currency, or completeness,
the operation of the information, materials, content,
availability, and products. Lincoln reserves the right to
change product specifications, pricing and equipment
at any time without incurring obligations. Your Lincoln
Dealer is the best source of the most up-to-date
information on Lincoln vehicles.
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S = Standard O = Optional A = Available as part of a package

1

Always wear your safety belt and secure children in the rear seat. BLIS replaces standard integrated blind spot mirrors.
2
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THE LINCOLN PLEDGE
ELECTRONICS
Dual Headrest DVD by INVISION™1
Remote start systems
Vehicle Security System
EXTERIOR
Full vehicle cover by Covercraft® 1
Racks and carriers by THULE® 1
Rear bumper protector
Side window deflectors
Splash guards
Sportz® tents by Napier 1
Trailer towing accessories
Wheel lock kit
INTERIOR
All-weather and premium carpeted floor mats
Cargo area protector
Cargo-Logic® System
First aid and roadside assistance kits by DC Safety™1
Interior cargo cover
Soft cargo cooler bag
Soft cargo organizers (large and standard sizes)
Tablet cradle by Lumen® 1

It’s the collective promise of everyone at the Lincoln Motor
Company – from our trusted service advisors and expert
technicians, to the voice on the other end of the line should
you call – that we’ll be there for you and your Lincoln wherever,
whenever, if ever, you need us.
LINCOLN LIMITED WARRANTIES2
You can rest assured with a 4-year/50,000-mile Bumper-to-Bumper Warranty that covers
repair, replacement or adjustment of parts at no additional cost, as well as a 6-year/
70,000-mile Powertrain Warranty which features no deductible and is fully transferable.
LINCOLN COMPLIMENTARY MAINTENANCE3
We are pleased to offer complimentary maintenance for 2 years/24,000 miles.
At no charge to you, your maintenance visits will include an oil and filter change,
and tire rotation, scheduled to accommodate your busy life.
LINCOLN ROADSIDE ASSISTANCE FOR LIFE3
Help is only a phone call away, should you run out of fuel, lock yourself out of the
vehicle, or need towing to the closest Lincoln dealership – or to your preferred
Lincoln dealership within 100 miles. For the original owner, the Lincoln Roadside
Assistance program provides these services 24/7 for as long as you own the
vehicle – at no charge.
COMPLIMENTARY CAR WASH4
At the completion of any service on your Lincoln, drive away from the dealership
in a clean vehicle that looks just as beautiful as the day you bought it. It’s just
another shining example of our commitment to you.
COURTESY VEHICLE4
Should your Lincoln require warranty service, you can count on us to be there
for you with a courtesy vehicle. It’s just one more way to let you know that we’ll
be here for you.
SERVICE PARTS WARRANTY
We’ll stand behind our service – and you – with a 2-year, unlimited-mile warranty
on both parts and labor.
MYLINCOLN MOBILE APP
Available through a free download to your iPhone® or Android ™ device, the
MyLincoln™ Mobile app provides easy access to Roadside Assistance, your Lincoln
Concierge and other premium Lincoln owner services.
LINCOLN CONCIERGE
As the owner of a Lincoln, you can take comfort in knowing that we’re always by
your side. Our caring agents are empowered to handle your concerns – no matter
how big or small they may seem.

Visit accessories.lincoln.com
to shop the complete collection.
Lincoln Original Accessories will be warranted for whichever provides you
the greatest benefit: 24 months/unlimited mileage, or the remainder of your
Bumper-to-Bumper 4-year/50,000-mile New Vehicle Limited Warranty. Lincoln
Licensed Accessories (LLA) are warranted by the accessory manufacturer’s
warranty. LLA are designed and developed by the accessory manufacturer
and have not been designed or tested to Ford Motor Company engineering
requirements. Contact your Lincoln Dealer for details and/or a copy of all
limited warranties.

1

Lincoln Concierge and Roadside Assistance
(800) 521-4140
TDD (hearing impaired)
(800) 232-5952

L incoln Licensed Accessory. 2 Lincoln reserves the right to change program details at any time without obligations. See your dealer for limited warranty details. 3 Lincoln
reserves the right to change program details at any time without obligations. See Service Advisor for complete details. 4Availability depends on dealership participation.
See dealer for details.
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